Lid-Label Covers

The easiest way to bar code and unit dose your solid oral medications!

- Cold Seal - No Machinery Required
- Tamper-Evident Yet Easy to Open
- Moisture Resistant
- 12 or 6 Month Beyond-Use Dating
- Perforated for Easy Separation of Doses
- Available in 25 Dose Laser Sheets or 5 Dose Thermal Sheets
- Manufactured from FDA Acceptable Materials
- Laser and Direct Thermal Printer Versions

Designed for use with the Medi-Dose packaging system, our Lid-Label Cover Sheets maintain security for your medication while providing ample drug identification area. A moisture-resistant foil layer and an aggressive, tamper-evident, FDA acceptable adhesive combine for an effective moisture barrier for your medication. Yet the label's innovative design yields an easy-to-open package. When used with our Medi-Cup PLUS Blisters, you can place up to 1-year beyond-use dating on your packages.

With our MILT 3.0 software, you can design your label identification any way you want, taking advantage of all the software has to offer...including numerous bar code options. They can be custom designed to include NDC numbers, expiration dates, lot numbers...anything your BPOC or BCMA systems require. Graphics, Special Fonts, Tall Man Lettering, Shapes, even Logos and Symbols can all be included on your labels.

LaserLabel Lid-Label "25" Covers are available in 12 colors for color coding or medication classification. Direct Thermal Lid-Label "5" Covers let you print as many, or as few labels, as you need. Both styles offer perforated 1" x 3" labels for medication bin identification or packaging log records.

LaserLabel Lid-Label Covers, available in "25" dose sheets, can be used in hospitals, nursing homes, ECF's, even group homes and assisted living facilities.